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To the editor:

We thank Clement et al. for their interest in our work [1] and for questioning the diagnostic sequence and management of such a complex clinical and biological situation. During pregnancy, diagnosis of haemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome (HFRS) caused by hantaviruses, including Seoul virus (SEOV), can easily be missed due to its rarity and its ‘pseudo-vasculoplastic’ clinical presentation. Distinguishing between hantavirus infection and certain liver pathologies of pregnancy, especially severe preeclampsia with haemolysis, elevated liver enzymes and low platelet count (HELLP) syndrome and acute fatty liver of pregnancy (AFLP), can be problematic.

While hantavirus infection can biologically mimic HELLP syndrome – because of proteinuria and the biological triad anaemia-thrombocytopenia-elevated levels of liver enzymes – its presentation and natural history are different. In a hantavirus-induced syndrome, viral symptoms are most noticeable, while hypertension can appear only secondarily. Anaemia occurs in the later stages of the infection and renal failure (interstitial nephritis) dominates the biological picture. Regarding AFLP, there are clearly clinical and biological similarities with hantavirus infection, even if AFLP preferentially occurs in women in the third trimester of pregnancy whereas hantavirus infection can be observed throughout pregnancy. The initial symptoms are common digestive disorders, jaundice is common in AFLP and absent in hantavirus infection. Hypertension and hyperthermia may be observed in both AFLP and hantavirus infection. Biologically, renal failure, elevated levels of liver enzymes, thrombocytopenia and coagulation abnormalities are also frequent in both pathologies [2-7]. The Table synthesises the principal similarities between the three pathologies.

As pointed out by Clement et al. [1], fetal and maternal prognosis is highly dependent on the therapeutics used and in such confusing cases during pregnancy, and aetiological distinction before decision-making can be very difficult.

In AFLP or HELLP syndrome, emergency delivery is the only treatment, whereas in HFRS, continuation of pregnancy and symptomatic treatment are possible, thus avoiding neonatal prematurity without compromising maternal renal function. However, a dramatic reduction in renal function, or particular conditions such as a single kidney, could lead to a more aggressive management, as described in our case [8].

We agree with Clement et al. that the knowledge of clinical and biological natural history can help, to some extent, to discriminate between the possible diagnoses and evoke SEOV infection (especially normalisation of coagulopathy before renal failure), but obstetric decision-making must also take into account the worst probable outcome when the mother’s health is at stake. Firstly, contrary to what has been suggested by Clement et al., alkaline phosphatase and bilirubin rates cannot be interpreted during pregnancy and we consider that the ‘lipid paradox’ is not relevant in an urgent situation. Secondly, SEOV infection has a quite reproducible pattern – initially with thrombocytopenia, then elevated levels of liver enzymes and finally transitory renal failure at the end of the illness [9] – which is not the case for HELLP and AFLP. Indeed, renal function can deteriorate dramatically in persons with HELLP or AFLP condition, potentially leading to terminal failure. Thus, if there is a rapid increase in the level of serum creatinine, waiting for the renal function to recover is risky when fetal extraction might restore the mother to health.
On the other hand, if one is aware of the similarities of these aetiologies, patients could be asked about hantaviral risk factors and a hantavirus serological IgM rapid-test, if available, could be requested once inflammatory biological syndrome (elevated C-reactive protein, elevated levels of liver enzymes) with coagulopathy occurs, while renal function is still correct or only moderately altered. This means that the observation period leading to diagnosis is very limited. When renal failure with proteinuria occurs, unless it has been clearly demonstrated that there is a hantavirus infection in another person living in the same environment, or in case of positive hantavirus rapid test, we suggest not to delay the delivery.
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